DEIC Meeting Minutes Summary

Monday, 2022-05-23

Attendees

Tyler Gibson, Marie Keith, Owen Sullivan, Dom Chomchai, Lainy Von Bank

Agenda

- DEIC Impact Award
- Peer mentor resources and training
- Teaching resources

1. Summary of Current Business

1. DEIC Impact Award
   a. 3 nominations (yay!)
   b. Voting committee will read through nominations and vote, hope to have it decided by June 1st
   c. Review the application process next year - allow supplementary/additional things to be submitted

2. Peer mentoring
   a. CMB admin are setting up peer mentor matches, asked if we want to have a peer mentor training
   b. Currently no plans (and likely not enough time) for a formal training
   c. Provide a guide/handbook for peer mentors
      i. SciMed has something like this in place - potentially Christi could help adapt for CMB
d. CMB admin sends out reminders for “benchmarks” to check in on - this has been helpful

e. Could encourage peer mentors to take the Research Mentor Training from Delta

f. Survey of first year students if peer mentoring has been useful (has this been done already?)

3. Teaching resources for faculty
   a. Summary doc on google drive
   b. Developing a new course is a major challenge
   c. Informal student-led seminar
   d. How hard is it to start a 1-credit “journal club” type class
   e. Could develop as part of a Delta internship?

4. Land Acknowledgement
   a. Still in progress, comments/feedback welcome
   b. Will try to finalize soon for posting to the website

5. Building recruitment relationships
   a. Focus on summer research programs at UW - students who have been here and may be interested in CMB

Notes/misc
- Catering: could CMB use more local businesses owned by POC?

Next Meeting Agenda Items

1. Things on the docket for the next meeting.
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